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By John Oharenko

AUTHORHOUSE, United States, 2013. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Turf. Space. Territory. For thousands of years it s been worth fighting
for, sometimes at all costs. Today, real estate remains one of the most coveted investment targets,
and combat tactics are often necessary for financial victory. Real estate investing investing is
financial, not military warfare. In the investment battlefields winners build war chests through
territorial expansion. Losers retreat, surrendering land holdings. Military battles and real estate
investing share the same goals and apply comparable techniques for building wealth and power.
Investors who understand and apply proven warfare principles to real estate investing become the
ultimate financial warriors.Combat Investors. Combat investing shapes you into a personal
weapons system -- an effective combination of your personal operating style, financial capacity,
and risk tolerance. You deploy elements from your investment arsenal, acting like a jet fighter, a
tank, a bomber, a helicopter, an aircraft carrier, or a submarine. You know when to attack
investments at close range (tank) or access hard-to-reach properties (helicopter). Different targets
with different swag. That s the beauty of combat investing, the blending of the warrior spirit with
real estate...
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Very helpful to any or all category of folks. It is writter in simple phrases rather than di icult to understand. Its been developed in an exceptionally simple
way and is particularly just after i finished reading this pdf in which basically transformed me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Ha nk Runte-- Ha nk Runte

Excellent eBook and useful one. It can be rally fascinating throgh looking at period. You can expect to like just how the blogger create this publication.
-- Myr l Schm itt-- Myr l Schm itt
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